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4.    Let P be any point of a body, let a closed plane curve be described round P of indefinitely small area, and let this area be w.    If the body is a fluid it is the fundamental principle of hydrostatics that the action between the fluid on one side and the fluid on the other side of the area &> consists of a force whose direction is perpendicular to the plane of the area.    It is thence deduced that the magnitude of this force or pressure is the same for all inclinations to the horizon of the elementary curve provided its area remains unaltered.    If the body is an elastic solid, the action across the plane is also a force, but its direction is not necessarily perpendicular to the plane of the area and its magnitude is not necessarily the same for all inclinations of the plane.
In discussing the mechanics of a rod, its cross section, though very small, is not to be regarded as infinitely small. If we divide any section into elementary areas, the action across each element will be an elementary force, and the resultant of all these will be, in general, a force and a couple, Vol. I., Art. 142.
The Stretching of Rods.
5.    To determine the simple stretching of a straight rod by a force applied at one extremity, the other being held fast
The relation which exists between the force and the extension of the rod has already been discussed in the first volume of this treatise under the name of Hooke's law. If llt I be the tmstretched and stretched lengths of the rod, CD the area of the section of the
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unstretched  rod, Tco  the  tension, then —=—* = TT , where  E is a
LI       lii
constant  depending  on   the  material  of the  rod and is  usually called   Young's  modulus.
When a rod is stretched we know by common experience that its breadth n.nd thickness arc also altered. These lateral changes follow a law similar to Hooke's law except that the modulus E is not necessarily the same as that for extension. The study of these lateral contractions belongs properly to the theory of elasticity and only a simple case will be considered here.
6. Tin; Kiibstaneo of a homogeneous body is called istitropic when the properties of a solid of unif {jiven form and dimensions cut from it are the same whatever directions its sides may have in the body. The substance is called antlotropic when the properties of the solid depend on the; directions which its sides have in the body. We shall suppose that the material of which the rod is composed is iw> tropic.

